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Accomplished and energetic Medical Assistant and Insurance Biller with a solid 
history of achievement in assisting the doctor in patient rooms, ordering all 
medical supplies for office.

DECEMBER 2003 – JULY 2007
ASSOCIATE HAIRDRESSER - ABC CORPORATION

 Work stations clean and sanitize tools such as scissors and combs.
 Cut, trim and shape hair or hairpieces, based on customers instructions, hair 

type, and facial features, using clippers, scissors, trimmers, and razors.
 Analyze patrons hair and other physical features to determine and recommend 

beauty treatment or suggest hairstyles.
 Bleach, dye, or tint hair, using applicator or brush.
 Update and maintain customer information records, such as beauty services 

provided.
 Shampoo, rinse condition and dry hair and scalp or hairpieces with water, liquid 

soap, or other solutions.
 Operate cash registers to receive payments from patrons.

2002 – 2003
HAIRDRESSER - SNIP N CLIP

 Hairstylist.
 Managing money Appointments Taking and handling very well of my clients.
 A big part of my job is customer service, answering the phone, doing 

consultations to find out what their needs are and meeting or exceeding those 
needs.

 Also fielding customer complaints and trying to find a way to turn an unhappy 
customer or into a happy customer.

 Responsible to process customer requests for refunds on services and products 
issuing them in a timely manner.

 Opening and closing the shop at the beginning and end of each day..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 

current role.

EDUCATION

Associate of Arts in Cosmetology - (Panola College - Center, TX)
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SKILLS

Computer efficient, Althletic.
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